
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a chase wealth management.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for chase wealth management

Participate in Requirements review sessions and work with technology leads
to determine if requirements are sufficient to proceed with definition of high-
level application impact statements (Tech Epics)
Drive design review sessions with application leads to obtain work effort
estimates and target-scope decisions
Proactively identify any blockers and risks to completing design assessment
Communicate the results of the Release Planning process to our Business
partners and support trade-off decision-making
Maintain an up-to-date and comprehensive tracking worksheet throughout
the Release Planning Lifecycle to reflect status of all demand items,
application impacts, work effort estimates and target-scope decisions
Deliver management reporting which clearly and concisely communicates
release planning status for all demand, and highlights key issues/risks along
with action and mitigation plans
Develop Story Grooming/Refinement Plans based on the finalized target-
scope for the release
Lead Sprint Planning sessions to prioritize stories, estimate stories, ensure
the quality of stories being considered for the next Sprint and finalize Sprint
scope
Host daily stand-ups to drive progress against Sprint deliverables, identify
blockers and ensure ownership and action plans for all blockers

Example of Chase Wealth Management Job
Description
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Qualifications for chase wealth management

Analyze and model business practices to collect, aggregate, or disaggregate
complex information about the business
Foster relationships across various departments and multiple lines of business
at all levels of management
Communicate status and proactively escalate issues and risks
Experience working on large projects or leading smaller end-to-end projects
Expert level PowerPoint (PitchPro+) and Excel capabilities
Business process and strategy experience desired


